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This final article in the series summarizes the human impact on the Carp Barrens found 
during field work conducted from May through September of 2019.  It assesses various 
options for addressing this impact, lists the recommendations made to the City of Ottawa, 
and describes subsequent agreements, actions and plans.  
 
The trail impact study prepared for Friends of the Carp Hills (Bickerton 2019) provided  
a detailed and thorough analysis of human use (e.g. hiking, biking, vehicles) on the trail, 
wildlife, vegetation, and general ecological integrity of the area. It also reviewed 
municipal zoning implications, Species at Risk legislation, and policy obligations.  
Many research papers were cited to support the conclusions summarized in this  
document; this detailed information has been omitted here for brevity. 
 
The Carp Barrens – A Jewel in Ottawa’s Natural Heritage System 
Field work in Phases 1 and 2 (Mason and Bickerton 2020) confirmed that the Carp Barrens 
are ecologically significant and unique in the City of Ottawa. Designated a candidate for 
Provincially Significant Area of Natural and Scientific Interest (Life Science) and part of 
the Carp Hills Provincially Significant Wetland Complex, the Carp Barrens is an area of 
high ecological integrity that had low human use before the unauthorized trails were 
constructed in 2015-2016. 
 
Field work also confirmed that the area is a critical habitat for two species at risk (SAR) 
(Threatened): Blanding’s Turtle (Figure 1) and Eastern Whip-poor-will. It is home to three 
SAR (Special Concern): Snapping Turtle, Common Nighthawk, and Eastern Wood Pewee 
(Figure 2).  
 

 

Figure 1. Blanding’s Turtle crossing Thomas Dolan Parkway in July. Photo by J. Mason. 
 

Title page photo: Pond in the Carp Barrens by Janet Mason. 
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Outcrops of exposed Precambrian bedrock are folded into glacier-scraped ridges and 
troughs with thin soils and a network of wetlands and beaver ponds. The one-billion year 
old Canadian Shield landscape – the same formation as the Gatineau Hills – creates an 
acidic and extreme environment that supports plants uncommon or rare in the Ottawa area. 

 
 

Human Impact 
The most significant issue is that the trails were located without regard to their ecological 
impact on a sensitive area. The resulting human traffic is affecting species at risk, other 
wildlife, and vegetation. The trails are not managed. They are widening, and off-trail 
explorations are increasing. 
 
Although the trails were constructed for mountain bike users, the area is increasingly 
known and accessed by many other users, e.g. hikers, birders, and dog walkers. These  
are trail users who, prior to the construction of these loops, would not otherwise have 
accessed the rugged and wet areas of the Carp Barrens in the absence of a safe route.  
With routes now available, both north and south sides have become popular with a variety 
of users in all seasons, even in the absence of publicizing the trails, due to social media. 
 
Bikes, hikers, and dog walkers have different effects on the terrain, vegetation, and 
wildlife. The combined impact of different users has wider consequences for the health  
of the area’s ecology. 
 
On flat, dry terrain, impacts of cycling are considered comparable to walking tracks. 
However, the potential for impacts on natural areas by recreational mountain biking is 
greatest in areas of sparse vegetation, steep slopes, wet areas, and/or fine homogenous 
soils (Goeft and Alder 2001; White et al. 2006). Damage is greatest early in trail use and 
on uphill and downhill slopes, on curves, and in wet areas (Burgin and Hardiman 2012). 
Cyclists also tend to select technically challenging paths (Figure 3). For example, hills  
in the Carp Barrens tend to accumulate greater damage, as some cyclists use difficult 
approaches, while others seek out less challenging pathways, and hikers select a third, 
easier route. This results in a wide strip of impact in these places. Side loops have also 
been developed off the main trails where jumps and bridges are found. 

Figure 2. Common Nighthawk on the Carp Barrens.  
Photo by Christopher Busby. 
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Hikers, dog walkers and nature enthusiasts are more likely to explore off-trail to look  
for wildlife and scenic views, and to avoid wet, muddy areas, thereby widening trails, 
making new trails, crushing fragile rock vegetation, extending erosion, spreading  
invasive/non-native species, and altering hydrology. 
 
The impacts of trail construction and use on animals may range from behavioural changes 
(food access, nesting success) to increased mortality (predation of young or adults, direct 
trampling or crushing). Some impacts may be short term while others are long term. 
Impacts, especially behavioural impacts, can be similar among types of recreation,  
e.g. pedestrian traffic often has similar impacts to mountain bikes, in the limited number  
of studies where both were assessed. Typically, trail use by humans results in: 
 

x reduction of the size of breeding populations; 
x nest abandonment (Davis et al. 2010); 
x increased nest predation (Miller et al. 199 ; Davis et al. 2010); 
x adult predation due to decreased vegetation cover and/or use of trails by 

predators (Anderson and Burgin 2002); 
x changes in faunal species composition, with generalist species more common 

near trails (Miller et al. 199 ); and 
x changes in animal movement and behaviour (Fairbanks and Tullous 2002;  

Burgin and Hardiman 2012).  
 
Dogs consistently cause alarm in animals, especially in large herbivores (Miller et al. 2001). 
 

Figure 3. This vertical drop of 4 to 5 metres used by bikers poses a safety and  
liability concern. Photo by Janet Mason. 
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Trails can also provide travel networks for predators such as skunks, raccoons and foxes. 
Birds decrease the amount of time handling prey, singing, preening and caring for young 
near trails (Miller et al. 199 , Swarthout and Steidl 2001).  
 
Many non-native plant species are now well established along the trail network. The areas 
of greatest impact are immediately next to the trail on the north side loops where the 
deeper soils are more prone to invasion. More severe impact could occur if aggressively 
invasive species were to arrive, such as Dog-strangling ine, which is proliferating along 
bike trails in the nearby South March Highlands. 
 

licy C nte t  
To be consistent with the legislation, by-laws, and polices, the trail network should be 
significantly altered or even closed in order to be consistent with municipal zoning, and 
with the City’s responsibilities under provincial and federal Species at Risk legislation and 
the Migratory Birds Convention Act. However, the trail network is already in use, and 
closing it would be difficult to enforce. Complete consistency with conservation policies 
may be impossible in a practical sense. 
 
Had an Environmental Impact Assessment for a trail network been commissioned prior  
to construction, the trail network may not have been approved, or would have been 
significantly limited compared to the current footprint in order to limit impacts. 
 
Opti ns 
Five, non-mutually exclusive options were considered for addressing human impact on the 
area. 
 

1. Close All Trails 
x While this is the option with the lowest ecological impact, it would be difficult 

to enforce. Many people have now discovered the trails, particularly the south 
side, and more will do so through social media. 

 
2. Close the South Side Trail 

x Ecologically, this trail is highly impacted. The south side had more  
Blanding’s Turtle observations (  out of 12) and more Eastern Whip-poor-will 
observations (9 out of 14). The majority of turtle nests were found here (7 out 
of 10), and the open rock barrens with lichen/moss mats are more extensive.  
A fen mat with regionally rare plant species is located between two sides of  
the main loop. The trail penetrates 1200 meters into the full extent of the  
200 hectares owned by the City. There are two dangerous sections that expose 
the City to liability from accidents. 

x However, the south side’s open rock barren expanses interspersed with ponds 
and wetlands offer more attractive scenery than the north side. The trail is drier 
and less prone to erosion and establishment by invasive species. Most of the 
trail is some distance from ponds and wetlands; some sections can be closed  
or rerouted away from such areas. It is also more easily accessed and more 
frequently used.  
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3. Close the North Side Trail 
x These two trail loops are less frequently used. The access points are difficult to 

find. The trail crosses multiple wetlands; hydrology has been altered by the 
construction of trail berms and rock bridges. Turtles and amphibians are at 
greater risk of injury from rapid bike traffic in the narrow wetland crossings.  
In addition to disturbance of species at risk, the impacts of erosion, compaction 
and introduction of non-native species are highest on the north trails because 
they cross many moist areas. The wet soils make it difficult to mitigate erosion, 
and rerouting the trails would require tree clearance. The area is also used by 
hunters in the fall. Due to proximity to wetlands and brush, black-legged ticks 
are more prevalent and may be picked up more easily. 

x These trail loops penetrate 600 meters into the 200 hectares, which extend 
northwest about 1700 meters. Human impact on the north side is limited to  
a portion of the protected area. However, closing the north loops would limit 
further incursions deeper into the property, and ensure that this large area 
maintains its ecological integrity. 

 
4. Allow Seasonal Public Access 

x The breeding and nesting seasons of four species at risk – Blanding’s Turtles 
(THR), Snapping Turtles (SC), Eastern Whip-poor-will (THR), and Common 
Nighthawk (SC) – occur between May 24 and August 15. Prohibiting trail use 
during this period would ensure the City’s compliance with General Habitat 
Descriptions under the Endangered Species Act (ESA) for Eastern Whip-poor-
will and Blanding’s Turtle and the Migratory Birds Convention Act. Seasonal 
trail closure will also benefit other nesting birds and turtles. The City would 
demonstrate consistency with the letter and spirit of the Ontario ESA and the 
federal Species at Risk Act. From a mountain bike perspective, this option 
provides access to a dry area in the shoulder seasons of spring and fall when 
other popular areas may be too wet. 

x Seasonal closure would be a new approach for the City. It requires temporary 
closure signage and education and could be challenging to enforce. However, 
users may be more willing to accept seasonal access over complete closure. 

 
5. Modify the Trails 

x Trail footprints can be reduced to confine human impact to a smaller area; e.g. 
closing loops and side trails. In some cases, trails can be rerouted to avoid 
sensitive areas. 

x It is difficult to reduce the 1200 meter penetration of the south side loop, 
because there are only a few points of high land available to cross to the other 
side of the wetlands. A single out-and-back trail is not recommended because it 
can result in high levels of disturbance at the end point where trail users stop to 
rest, snack, or turn around. Trampling, erosion, and litter are often high in these 
areas. 

x There are few options for rerouting the many wetland crossings on the north 
side away from wetlands and ponds, and trail rerouting would require 
additional tree removal. 
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ec mmen e  Acti ns 
Recognizing that permanent closure and decommissioning was an unrealistic option, the 
following recommendations for mitigation were made, which offered a compromise 
between protection and recreational enjoyment.  

1. Close and decommission the two north loops. Dismantle trail bridges and berms. 
Return rocks from bridges and cairns to the surrounding area.  

2. Maintain a single loop on the south 
side of Thomas Dolan Parkway. Close 
side trails, reroute a dangerous section, 
and reduce erosion by defining the 
trail and discouraging trail widening. 

se materials from dismantled cairns 
to demarcate a narrower trail and 
provide a psychological barrier to 
exploring off-trail (Figures 4 and 5). 

3. Allow seasonal access to the south 
side trail loop, preventing all human 
use between end of the ictoria Day 
weekend and August 15. Seasonal 
closure is recommended because 
temporary detours around nesting 
birds create new trails and increase 
damage to new areas. Seasonal  
closure due to nesting SAR occurs 
commonly in many protected areas 
and can be very effective. When combined with education to communicate the 
reasoning behind closures, most users readily comply.  

 
  

Figure 4. Rocks need to be returned to the 
ground to restore habitat. Photo by Janet 
Mason. 

Figure 5. Rocks from cairns can be used to mark and narrow the trail.  
Photo by Janet Mason. 
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The following are additional recommendations: 
x Prohibit all new construction and the creation of any new access points. 
x Limit access to the current dual trailhead at Thomas Dolan Parkway. 
x Prohibit organized orienteering on the south side due to habitat sensitivity. The City 

could consider allowing orienteering events on the north side outside the breeding 
season for birds and turtles, and away from any rock barrens there.  

x Prohibit dogs. Even if on-leash rules are prescribed, many dog owners let their dogs 
off-leash in large natural areas. Prohibiting dogs also reinforces the message that 
the area is environmentally sensitive. 

x Limit use to non-motorized and foot traffic only. Other recommended limitations: 
no horseback riding, no camping, and no fires. These provisions are consistent with 
current City policy. Hunting may continue to be allowed on the north side subject 
to other City limitations and policies. 

x Develop a trail maintenance and monitoring program. Monitoring is critical for 
ensuring that users adhere to the trail guidelines.  

x Develop an outreach program. Educate people about the importance of protecting 
Ottawa’s natural heritage in the Carp Barrens for future generations. Communicate 
the critical importance of staying on existing trails and adhering to seasonal closure. 
Educate all user groups on the importance of preventing invasive species by 
promoting the Canadian Council on Invasive Species’ PlayCleanGo program. 
Encourage cleaning boots and tires before using the trail. 

 
Success depends on 
community engagement  
and action. The Friends  
of the Carp Hills (FCH)  
should partner with other 
user groups such as the 
Ottawa Mountain Bike 
Association (OMBA)  
for trail maintenance and 
stewardship. Interested 
community groups (e.g. field 
naturalists, service clubs)  
can help monitor and report 
on appropriate use, general 
conditions, new issues, and 
observations of invasive 
species. FCH should also 
institute a more scientific 
monitoring approach 
(Figure 6) over the long term 
to assess the resilience of the 
Carp Barrens trail area to 
human use. FCH may enlist 
consultants, wildlife groups, 
and knowledgeable 
volunteers to:  

 
Figure 6. Monitoring is needed to track trail use impact 
on species at risk and other significant species. Photo by 
Janet Mason. 
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x annually monitor turtle nests, and protect or excavate eggs if necessary; 
x annually monitor Whip-poor-will and Nighthawk populations; 
x regularly monitor (every 2-3 years) populations of regionally significant plants 

along the trail; 
x establish permanent photo points to track erosion over time; and 
x regularly monitor the entire trail network to detect new trail loops, aggressive 

invasive species, and any other issues, including cumulative impacts and new 
observations. 

 
As a significant user group, OMBA should be active in site stewardship and assume 
responsibility for monitoring the cycling behaviour of its members and non-member 
cyclists. OMBA members should be prepared to educate any trail users not following 
guidelines. OMBA, together with FCH and the City of Ottawa, could lead the creation  
of a cycling code for the south side trail and educational material for cyclists.   
 
Critical outstanding issues that need further discussion include lack of safe parking, capacity, 
and enforcement. Formalizing a trail will bring more people where there is inadequate and 
unsafe parking. However, limiting parking has the benefit of limiting capacity. There will 
be occasions where clear by-law infringements require the support of the City of Ottawa.  
 
Acti ns 
Following submission of the three-part trail study to the City of Ottawa in 2019, FCH held 
various meetings with City staff, West Carleton-March Ward Councillor Eli El-Chantiry  
and OMBA in early 2020. While the pandemic has slowed implementation, the following 
agreements have been reached: 

x City of Ottawa staff responsible for the area endorsed all the recommendations. 
x Councillor El-Chantiry endorsed all recommendations. 
x Councillor El-Chantiry also recommended expansion of the trail agreement 

between the City and FCH to include stewardship of the Carp Hills. Approval of 
the updated agreement is working its way through the City administration. 

x The OMBA executive has endorsed all recommendations. FCH and OMBA intend 
to sign an agreement for trail maintenance and stewardship. 

Trail closure, demarcation, rerouting, and sign installation must be completed by OMBA 
and FCH, preferably this fall. FCH and the City need to agree on a solution to parking. 
 
Success Criteria r C nser ing a Natural Area 
Throughout the development of this report, it has become clear that the City of Ottawa would 
benefit from clear guidelines regarding acceptable recreational use, not just in the Carp Hills, 
but within other ecologically significant city-owned lands. Ottawa contains many regionally 
and provincially significant natural areas, many of which are city-owned. In many cases, these 
areas were specifically acquired by the City in order to preserve their ecological values. At the 
same time, recreational pressures are increasing rapidly. The creation of unauthorized trails in 
the Carp Barrens is not a unique occurrence; other natural areas face similar issues. 
 
Some natural areas on public lands may be able to withstand increased recreational use, and 
others may not. A review of ecological values within city-owned Environmental Protection 
Lands (or EP-zoned lands) is recommended. Previous studies could be used as a basis and 
field-truthed to determine current ecological status. With appropriate consultation, the City 
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could identify sub-zones, in a similar manner to zoning in other protected areas (e.g. 
conservation zone, recreation zone). The goal would be to combine scientific evidence and 
advice with community consultation, to obtain clear and enforceable policies and mapping 
around areas of authorized recreational use, including trail construction, for city-owned 
natural areas.  
 
It is also clear that the City needs support from community organizations dedicated to the 
preservation of these significant natural areas. While it is early days yet in addressing the 
Carp Barrens issues, we believe that there are common success criteria that can be applied 
to other natural areas. 
 

1. Start early to protect an area. 
x Establish a relationship with the ward councillor and City staff. 
x Establish a track record of working with the City and community in a non-

confrontational, collaborative manner. 
x Be logical and reasonable, and rely on scientific observations. 

2. Establish data that show the area is worth protecting. 
x Are there environmental designations  e.g. ANSI, PSW, EP oning. 
x Are SAR present, and if so, what habitats are sensitive   
x Are there other unique natural heritage features   
x se the power of Citizen Science. Set up an iNaturalist project to engage people 

and provide evidence. 
3. Be pragmatic. Compromise and collaborate. Work with everyone. 

x Avoid demonizing one group over others. 
x Accept that some human use may be unavoidable and even necessary. 

o People won’t want to protect what they can’t see or experience. 
o ou can’t keep people out, but you can manage how the area is used and where 

it is used, especially as the surrounding human population increases. 
x ser groups can be your allies. 

o They can help with monitoring, outreach, and stewardship. 
4. Educate and Communicate. 

x Most people don’t understand what makes a place special. 
x Most people don’t understand how their actions can cause damage. 
x Make the message positive. Engage emotions, but don’t be emotional. 

5. Encourage policy clarification and enforcement of Environmental Protection Lands  
(EP zoning). 
x Environmental Protection oning does not necessarily indicate areas of highest 

ecological value.  
x The City of Ottawa does not have a specific policy or bylaws for protecting city-

owned areas of high ecological value. 
x The City is not currently managing or protecting their natural areas. 

o They need help from groups who want to work with them. 
o Enforcement of by-laws needs to be consistent and timely; this will require 

increased staff awareness, community support, and additional resources.  
6. Raise money. 

x The City does not allocate sufficient resources to manage its protected areas. 
x Community groups can assist by raising funds for signs, trail work, ecological 

documentation, web site, insurance, etc. 
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The Carp Barrens is a particularly valuable natural area within the City of Ottawa, with an 
active Friends group, and a high level of support from the local community and the City 
councillor. We hope that despite mounting recreational pressure, these recommendations 
will protect the area’s ecology for many years to come, and that lessons learned in this 
process can help conserve other natural areas within the City.  
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